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FxFactory Releases Smooth Glass Slideshow Plugins for Final Cut Pro X
Published on 03/27/18
FxFactory today releases XEffects Smooth Glass Slideshow, a new set of Final Cut Pro X
plugins. Developed by partner Idustrial Revolution, the plugins are a pack of effects,
transitions and titles that build beautiful glossy slideshows for images or video. The set
of plugins can be used in a wide variety of projects, from broadcast show openers, social
media projects, and so much more. Editors can stack as many traveling glossy bars as they
wish on the timeline to produce eye-catching results.
Boston, Massachusetts - FxFactory today released a new Final Cut Pro X set of plugins
called XEffects Smooth Glass Slideshow. Developed by partner Idustrial Revolution, the
plugins are a pack of effects, transitions and titles that build beautiful glossy
slideshows for images or video. The set of plugins can be used in a wide variety of
projects, from broadcast show openers, corporate and social media projects, all the way to
wedding and home video edits. The plugins are very easy to use, editors can stack as many
traveling glossy bars as they wish on the timeline to produce eye-catching results.
Features:
* Build slideshow directly on the Final Cut Pro X timeline
* Grow, shrink and constant thickness strips
* Layer as many strips as you wish, including overlaps
* Constant or acceleration strip moves left or right
* Adjust strip blur, tint and brightness
* Adjust strip edge width, colour and opacity
* Image and text moves match
* OSC for text placement anywhere on frame
* Built-in text colour palettes or use your own
* Layer as many text elements as you wish
* 4K Ready
Idustrial Revolution's designers and editors have been at the forefront of using Apple
technology and software in creating content for broadcasters, corporate users and
videographers. They have been successfully producing products for Final Cut Pro for over
10 years.
"The most searched for item on our website is a slideshow," said Peter Wiggins, plugin
developer at Idustrial Revolution, "So it made sense to add to our growing collection of
FCPX templates with a great looking slideshow that can be easily built directly on the
timeline. We published the world's first ever commercial product for Apple's Motion back
in 2004. It was a template with a single glass bar that travelled over the frame, I think
it is fair to say we have come a long way since then!"
Pricing and Availability:
XEffects Smooth Glass Slideshow is distributed on the FxFactory App Store. It is being
launched at a discounted price of $39 (USD) until the 6th April 2018. Normal price $49.
For more information, please contact Niclas Bahn.
FxFactory Plugins for FCPX:
https://fxfactory.com
Smooth Glass Slideshow for FCPX:
https://fxfactory.com/info/glassslideshow/
YouTube Video (Demo):
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8lcrFe0vGs
YouTube Video (Tutorial):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQv3QSZf2z0
Banner Image:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1987/8457/files/x15-YouTube-poster.jpg
App Icon:
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1987/8457/files/x15-icon.png

Established in 2004, Boston, Massachusetts-based Noise Industries is an innovative
developer of visual effects tools for the post-production and broadcast community. Their
products are integrated with popular non-linear editing and compositing products from
Apple and Adobe. Copyright (C) 2018 Noise Industries. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their
respective owners.
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